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Abstract
In this paper, we study k-spine, h-bend planar drawings in which each vertex of a planar graph G lies on one of k1 horizontal
lines and each edge of G is drawn as a polyline containing at most h0 bends.Agraph with a k-spine, h-bend planar drawing is said
to be k-spine, h-bend planar. We mainly focus on k-spine, 1-bend planar drawings, showing that for each k2, there exists a planar
graph that is not k-spine, 1-bend planar, and furthermore, that it isNP-hard to test k-spine, 1-bend planarity. Given this complexity
result, we further narrow our focus onto 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawings. We characterize 2-spine, 1-bend planarity using a new
generalization of Hamiltonian graphs that we call Hamiltonian-with-handles graphs. We observe that our characterization naturally
extends the connection between 2-page book embeddings and Hamiltonicity. Finally, we use our characterization to show that
2-outerplanar graphs are 2-spine, 1-bend planar.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Graph drawing is concerned with geometric representations of graphs that satisfy a given set of application-speciﬁc
constraints. One common constraint in applications includingDNAmapping,VLSI layout, computer networks analysis,
and software design is that the vertices of the graph be placed on some set of horizontal lines [7,15,17,21]. Fig. 1 shows
a drawing representing the Internet connectivity in Thailand in 1998 that is drawn on four lines.
Another common constraint is that edge crossings should be minimized whenever possible. Indeed, readability in
a drawing is often reduced by the presence of edge crossings (see e.g. [18]). Still another constraint limits the shapes
that edges in the drawing can take. The simplest shape for an edge is a straight-line segment between its end-vertices.
Drawings with straight-line edges are popular because they are often easier to compute and it is easy to determine
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Fig. 1. A drawing of a real-world graph where vertices are placed on lines (copyright of Jumpot Phuritatkul, Vasinee Manasrangsi and Thaweesak
Koanantakool NTL, NECTEC).
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Fig. 2. (a) A graph G that cannot be drawn on two horizontal lines and with edges represented as strictly y-monotone straight-line segments.
(b) A 1-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of G.
vertex adjacencies. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to satisfy certain sets of drawing constraints for all graphs.
For example, the graph shown in Fig. 2(a) is drawn with straight-line edges and no edge crossings; however, we cannot
expect to obtain a drawing with the additional constraints that the vertices be drawn on two horizontal lines and edges
be drawn as strictly y-monotone straight-line segments [20]. On the other hand, if we relax the edge shape by allowing
edges to be drawn as polylines with a single bend, then we can obtain the drawing of Fig. 2(b) on just a single line and
with no edge crossings.
Constraint trade-offs like this suggest the k-spine, h-bend planarity problem: given a planar graph G and two integers
k1, h0, is there a planar drawing (i.e. without edge crossings) of G such that the vertices of G lie on k horizontal
lines called spines, and each edge is drawn as a polyline having at most h bends? If the answer to this question is
positive, then G is said to be k-spine, h-bend planar, and the corresponding drawing is called a k-spine, h-bend planar
drawing.
The k-spine, h-bend planarity problem for h = 0 bends has recently received considerable attention. There are
several papers devoted to this problem and variations with other additional constraints (see, e.g. [4,5,8–11,14,19] For
instance, Cornelsen et al. [4,5] show that the family of graphs that admit a 2-spine, 0-bend planar drawing are a proper
subset of the outerplanar family and describe a linear time testing and drawing algorithm for this family. For any ﬁxed
number of spines k, Dujmovic´ et al. [8] give a polynomial-time algorithm for testing whether or not a graph is k-spine,
0-bend planar. Unfortunately, the polynomial in the running time contains impractically large constants.
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Fig. 3. (a) A graph G that is not 1-spine, 1-bend planar. (b) A 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of G.
For h = 1 bends, we recall that the 1-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is a classic topic in the graph drawing, graph
theory, and computational geometry literature, where 1-spine, 1-bend planar drawings are commonly called 2-page
book embeddings or 2-stack layouts. Bernhart and Kainen [1] show that a planar graph has a 2-page book embedding
if and only if it is sub-Hamiltonian. A planar graph is sub-Hamiltonian if and only if it is Hamiltonian or can be made
Hamiltonian by inserting additional edges without violating planarity. Since the problem of testing sub-Hamiltonicity
is NP-complete [22], 1-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is NP-hard. Meaningful subclasses of planar graphs that
admit 2-page book embeddings have also been studied (see, e.g. [1,3]).
On the other hand, in [13] it is shown that, if we allow our single spine to be a convex curve rather than a straight line,
then every planar graph admits a planar drawing with at most one bend per edge. Kaufmann and Wiese [16] show that
it is also possible to draw all planar graphs on a straight line spine if we allow two bends per edge. In fact, they prove
the more general result that the vertices of any planar graph can be mapped to a given set of points in the plane and the
edges of the graph drawn using at most two bends per edge without creating any edge crossings. Thus, a corollary of
their result is that all planar graphs are 1-spine, 2-bend planar.
These results lead us to ask whether or not all planar graphs are k-spine, 1-bend planar for some large enough k. In
other words, we would like to know if using additional spines in 1-bend drawings will give us the power of a single
curved spine or the power of using 2-bends on a single straight-line spine. Fig. 3 suggests a positive answer, since
Fig. 3(a) shows a graph that is not 1-spine, 1-bend planar [16] but, as Fig. 3(b) shows, the graph does have a 2-spine,
1-bend planar drawing.
In spite of this positive evidence, we show in this paper the following negative results:
• We prove that, for any given k2, there exists a graph that is not k-spine, 1-bend planar.
• In fact, we prove that, for each k2, the k-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is NP-hard.
Because of these negative results, we restrict ourselves to only two spines and obtain the following positive results:
• We generalize the equivalence between 2-page book embeddable graphs (i.e. 1-spine, 1-bend planar graphs) and
sub-Hamiltonicity by introducing the notion of sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles graphs, and showing that they are
equivalent to 2-spine, 1-bend planar graphs.
• We exploit the above characterization for the 2-spine, 1-bend planarity problem to show that 2-outerplanar graphs
are 2-spine, 1-bend planar. We note that there are 2-outerplanar graphs that are not 1-spine, 1-bend planar
(see, e.g. Fig. 3(a)).
We also remark that a further contribution of this paper concerns the k-spine, 0-bend planarity problem.An immediate
consequence of our work is that, for each k1, there is a planar graph that is not k-spine, 0-bend planar.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 basic deﬁnitions on spine planarity and drawa-
bility are given. Section 3 introduces the new notion of cutting path, a tool that we use extensively in the paper. In
Section 4 we describe how, for any given k1, it is possible to construct graphs that are not k-spine, 1-bend planar.
TheNP-hardness of the k-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is proven in Section 5, and in Section 6 we provide a char-
acterization of the class of graphs that are 2-spine, 1-bend planar. In Section 7, a subclass of planar graphs that always
admit a 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing is described, and an efﬁcient drawing algorithm is presented. Conclusions and
open problems are given in Section 8.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section we give basic deﬁnitions on graph planarity and graph drawing and we formally introduce the k-spine,
h-bend drawing convention for planar graphs (see Section 2.1). Also, we recall a technique introduced by Kaufmann
and Wiese to compute 1-spine, 2-bend planar drawings, since we generalize and use it extensively in the remainder of
the paper (see Section 2.2).
2.1. Planar drawings and k-spine, h-bend drawings
Let G be a graph. A drawing  of G is a geometric representation of G such that each vertex u of G is mapped
to a distinct point pu of the plane and each edge (u, v) of G is drawn as a simple Jordan curve with end-points pu
and pv . Drawing  is planar if no distinct edges of G cross in . A graph that admits a planar drawing is called
a planar graph.
A planar drawing of a graph partitions the plane into topologically connected regions, called faces. Exactly one of
these regions is inﬁnite, and it is called the external face; the other regions are called internal faces. Each face of a
planar drawing can be described by the circular clockwise list of edges that form its boundary. A planar embedding 
of a planar graph G is a complete description of a set of faces induced by some planar drawings of G. Every planar
drawing of G that induces the set of faces described by is said to be a drawing that preserves. An embedded planar
graph is a planar graph G along with a planar embedding of G.
Aplanar graph G is maximal if no edge can be added to G without violating its planarity. Observe that if G is maximal
planar, the set of faces in each planar embedding of G remains the same except for the choice of the external face.
Also, all faces in a planar embedding of G are three-cycles. Fig. 3(a) shows a maximal embedded planar graph with 18
(three-cycle) faces.
A graph is Hamiltonian if it has a simple cycle that traverses all its vertices; such a cycle is called a Hamiltonian
cycle. A planar graph G is sub-Hamiltonian if either G is Hamiltonian or G can be augmented with dummy edges in
such a way that it becomes Hamiltonian and remains planar. Observe that a maximal planar graph is sub-Hamiltonian
if and only if it is Hamiltonian.
Let G be a planar graph and let k1, h0 be two integer numbers. A k-spine, h-bend planar drawing of G is a
planar drawing of G such that the vertices of G are mapped to points of k horizontal lines (each line is called a spine)
and each edge of G is drawn as a polyline with at most h bends. Fig. 3(b) shows a 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of
the graph in Fig. 3(a).
2.2. Technique of Kaufmann and Wiese
In [16], Kaufmann and Wiese study the point-set embeddability problem and prove that it is closely connected with
Hamiltonicity. As mentioned earlier, we generalize and use their drawing technique in the paper, so we recall their
technique and its proof of correctness below:
Lemma 1 (Kaufmann and Wiese [16]). Let S be a set of points in the plane, and let G be a planar graph with |S|
vertices. If G is Hamiltonian, then there exists a planar drawing of G in which each vertex is mapped to a unique point
in S and each edge is drawn as a polyline with at most one bend.
Proof. We assume that each vertical line contains at most one point in S. If this is not the case, then we rotate the points
with respect to the origin until it is the case. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn be the sequence of points in S ordered by increasing
x-coordinate. Let C = v1, v2, . . . , vn be a Hamiltonian cycle in G, and let  be a planar embedding of G such that
edge (v1, vn) lies on the external face (notice that  always exists). We describe how to compute a planar drawing of
G that maps the vertices of G to the points of S and that preserves .
Assign each vertex vi to pointpi in P and draw the edges of pathP = C\{(v1, vn)} as straight-line segments between
their end-vertices. Draw each remaining edge e using two segments, one with slope  > 0 and the other with slope −.
We prevent e from crossing the previously drawn edges in P by choosing our slope  to be greater than the absolute
value of the slope of each edge in P. With segments of slope ±, it is possible to draw e above or below P. In order for
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Fig. 4. Drawing of a graph on a point-set (a) before and (b) after perturbing overlapping segments.
the drawing to preserve the planar embedding, draw e above P if e is on the left-hand side when walking from v1 to
vn in G, and below P, otherwise.
The resulting drawing is planar except that edges outside P that are incident on the same vertex may contain
overlapping segments. To eliminate overlapping, perturb overlapping edges by decreasing the absolute value of their
segment slopes by slightly different amounts. The slope changes are chosen to be small enough to avoid creating edge
crossings while preserving the same planar embedding. See Fig. 4.
More formally, given an angle > 0, if segment s overlaps with one or more other segments and is the mth longest
of these segments, then we decrease the absolute value of its slope by an angle of (m − 1) ·. We observe that this
ensures the correct ordering of these segments around their adjacent vertex with respect to the embedding of the graph.
We prevent edge crossings by choosing a small enough . Namely, to prevent crossings with another edge outside P,
we let  be small enough that our rotated s does not intersect any other previously parallel segment. An upper bound
of /L· on  is sufﬁcient, where  is the smallest distance between parallel segments, L is the length of the longest
segment drawn so far, and  is the maximum degree of any vertex in G. To prevent crossings with edges in P, we
further bound our choice of  from above so that, if we rotate a segment with slope  by an angle of  · , then the
resulting slope is still larger than the absolute value of the slope of each edge in P. 
3. Cutting path
Our approach to solving the k-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is inductive on the number k of spines in the drawing.
To do this, we investigate ways of partitioning k-spine, 1-bend planar graphs into (k − 1)-spine, 1-bend planar
subgraphs by removing a special path which we call a cutting path. We note that the path we consider is actually a
sequence of vertices that may or may not correspond to an actual path in the graph. Instead, the sequence of vertices
is such that, if dummy edges are inserted between non-adjacent vertices that are consecutive in the sequence, then
the resulting graph remains k-spine, 1-bend planar. When dummy edges must be added to obtain an actual path, we
call our sequence of vertices an augmenting cutting path. For convenience, however, we will often omit the term
‘augmenting’.
We prove the existence of a cutting path in the graph using a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of the graph. The proof
depends on a procedure for traversing the drawing from left-to-right. The procedure begins at any given vertex, say u,
in the drawing. If no vertex or edge intersects the spine of u to the right of u, then the traversal procedure terminates.
Otherwise, we move right along the spine of u until we encounter either a vertex or an edge crossing the spine. If we
encounter a vertex, then we continue moving to the right along the spine as just described. On the other hand, if we
encounter an edge, then we ‘jump’ to a new spine by following the drawing of the edge to one of its end-vertices. Since
the edge has at most one bend, then it is possible to follow the edge to an end-vertex without encountering the bend in
the edge, if it has one. Upon arriving at the end-vertex, we continue moving to the right of this vertex along its spine
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as before. Below, we will show that this procedure eventually terminates at some vertex v such that no vertex or edge
intersects the spine of v to the right of v.
By symmetry, there exists a vertex w that is like v except that no vertex or edge intersects the spine of w to the left
of w. Consequently, if we applied the procedure described above starting at vertex w instead of at an arbitrary vertex,
then our traversal traces a polyline consisting of an alternating sequence of horizontal and non-horizontal line segments
from w to a vertex v such that no vertex or edge intersects the spine to the left of w or to the right of v. An example for
a 2-spine drawing is illustrated in Fig. 5. The thick polyline connecting w to v represents our traversal from w to v.
By deﬁnition, this polyline divides the drawing into two parts, one part below the polyline and the other part above
the polyline. No edge connects these two parts so each part occupies at most k − 1 spines. Below we will show that
the sequence of vertices on the polyline either corresponds to a path in  or else it is possible to complete the path by
adding edges without violating planarity. The sequence is thus the cutting path mentioned earlier that splits our original
graph into components that are (k − 1)-spine, 1-bend planar.
We now formalize this procedure and prove its correctness. During our traversal of the drawing, we use straight-line
segments of edges to ‘jump’ from one spine to a vertex v on another spine. We call such a segment a jumping segment
to a vertex v. More formally, a jumping segment is a straight-line segment pv contained in an edge incident on v such
that point p and vertex v lie on different spines. Also during our traversal, we move from a vertex v to a point p on
an edge on the same spine. This is a horizontal line segment which we call a landing segment from vertex v. More
formally, a landing segment from vertex v is a horizontal line segment vp from vertex v to a point p such that
• v is to the left of point p;
• p does not coincide with a vertex but does belong to an edge;
• if an edge intersects vp at a point q = p, then q coincides with a vertex.
Thus, our traversal can be described as a alternating sequence of jumping and landing segments which we call a jumping
sequence. More formally, a jumping sequence is an alternating sequence of jumping segments and landing segments
S1, S2, . . . , Sp such that, for each pair of consecutive segments Si and Si+1, if Si is a jumping segment pv, then Si+1 is
a landing segment vp′ for some point p′ right of v, and otherwise, if Si is a landing segment vp, then Si+1 is a jumping
segment pw.
We will use jumping sequences to prove the existence of our ‘special path’ which we call a cutting path. To do this,
we ﬁrst show that the points shared by a spine and a jumping sequence are strictly x-monotone as we traverse the spine
from left-to-right.
Lemma 2. Let  be a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of a graph G, and let S1, S2, . . . , Sp be the subsequence of
jumping segments in a jumping sequence of . Then, if a segment Si contains a point p and another segment Sj , for
i < j , contains a point q on the same spine, then p is left of q on the spine.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Sj is the ﬁrst segment that violates x-monotonicity. Thus, there is a
segment Si , 1 i < j , such that Si contains a point p on a spine Lp that is not to the left of a point q in Sj on the same
spine.Assume that Si is the last such segment before Sj for which this is true. In other words, segments S1, S2, . . . , Sj−1
are x-monotone, and segments Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Sj are also x-monotone.
We ﬁrst show that i + 1 = j . By deﬁnition, Si and Si+1 do not intersect because they belong to different edge
segments in a planar drawing, and they do not contain the same vertices. Also by deﬁnition, Si contains a vertex v
strictly to the left of an end-point of Si+1; therefore, in each case where Si and Si+1 cross the same spine, Si crosses
strictly to the left of Si+1.
Next, we show that Si and Sj do not intersect. If Si and Sj contain the same vertex v, then, by deﬁnition, Si+1
contains a point strictly to the right of v on the spine of v. However, this contradicts our assumption that segments
Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Sj are x-monotone. Thus, Si and Sj do not contain the same vertex. So, if they intersect at a point r,
then they belong to the same edge because Si and Sj are different edge segments in a planar drawing. By deﬁnition,
Sj−1 contains a vertex v strictly to the left of r on the spine of r. However, this contradicts the fact that segments
S1, S2, . . . , Sj−1 are x-monotone. Therefore, Si and Sj do not intersect.
In other words, if L is any spine that Si and Sj both intersect, then Si intersects the spine strictly to the right of Sj .
Furthermore, this implies that segments Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Sj−1 do not intersect spine L. None can intersect at or to the
left of Si because segments S1, S2, . . . , Sj−1 are x-monotone. Neither can they intersect at or to the right of Sj because
segments Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Sj are x-monotone.
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Because each pair of consecutive segments in Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Sj intersect a common spine, segments Si+1,
Si+2, . . . , Sj all lie above the spines intersected by Si and Sj or all lie below these spines. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that they lie below. Let Lb be the lowest spine intersected by Si and Sj . Spine Lb is not the lowest
spine intersected by Si because Si+1 and Si intersect a common spine. However, this implies that Lb is similarly not
the lowest spine intersected by Sj because Sj−1 and Sj intersect a common spine. We have a contradiction, so p must
lie to the left of q on spine Lp. 
Next, we show the conditions under which a jumping sequence can be inductively extended.
Lemma 3. Let  be a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of a graph, and let S1, S2, . . . , Sp be a jumping sequence of .
Let p be the end-point of Sp that is also the end-point of the jumping sequence:
1. If Sp is a landing segment, then there exists a jumping segment Sp+1 such that S1, S2, . . . , Sp, Sp+1 is a jumping
sequence.
2. Otherwise, Sp is a jumping segment and, either each edge intersection on the spine of p to the right of p co-
incides with a vertex, or else there exists a landing segment Sp+1 such that S1, S2, . . . , Sp, Sp+1 is a jumping
sequence.
Proof. Suppose that Sp is a landing segment. By deﬁnition, p does not coincide with a vertex but does belong to an
edge e = (u, v). We show that e contains either pu or pv. If not, then e contains at least two different line segments
between u and p, and at least two different line segments between p and v. However, in this case, e is drawn with at
least three different line segments (i.e. with at least two bends), a contradiction. Therefore, either pu or pv belongs to
e so one of these is a jumping segment.
Now suppose that Sp is a jumping segment. If an edge intersects the spine of p to the right of p, and the intersection
does not coincide with a vertex, then let q be the leftmost such intersection. By deﬁnition, p coincides with a vertex v
so pq = vq is a landing segment. 
Using these results, we prove the existence of a cutting sequence. A cutting sequence in a k-spine, 1-bend planar
drawing is an inﬁnite polyline that contains at least one end-vertex of each edge that it intersects and consists of a
jumping sequence, a horizontal ray pointing at negative inﬁnity and a horizontal ray pointing at positive inﬁnity. See
Fig. 5 for an example of a cutting sequence in a 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing. Recall that non-horizontal segments
are all jumping segments.
Lemma 4. Every k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing  of a graph contains a cutting sequence.
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, there exists a vertex v in  such that each edge intersection on the spine of v to the right
of v coincides with a vertex. By symmetry, then, there exists a vertex w in  such that each edge intersection on the
spine of w to the left of w coincides with a vertex. We observe that the horizontal ray anchored at w and pointing at
negative inﬁnity contains at least one end-vertex of each edge that it intersects.
If, in addition, each edge intersection on the spine of w to the right of w coincides with a vertex, then our
cutting sequence consists of two horizontal rays anchored at w, one pointing at negative inﬁnity and the other at
positive inﬁnity.
Otherwise, by Lemmas 2 and 3, there is a jumping sequence S starting at w and ending at a vertex w′ such that each
edge intersection to the right of w′ coincides with a vertex. In this case, our cutting sequence consists of a horizontal
ray anchored at w′ and pointing at positive inﬁnity, our jumping sequence S, and a horizontal ray anchored at w and
pointing at negative inﬁnity. 
We are nearly ready to prove that every k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing contains a cutting path. Formally, a cutting
path is a simple path in the drawing that contains all the vertices of a cutting sequence in the same order as they appear
in the cutting sequence. In some cases, the drawing does not contain all of the edges needed to complete a cutting
path. In these cases, however, it is possible to augment the drawing by adding edges so that the resulting drawing does
contain a cutting path and remains k-spine, 1-bend planar. As mentioned earlier, we then say that the original drawing
contains an augmenting cutting path.
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Fig. 5. A 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing  and a cutting sequence in .
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Fig. 6. Augmenting a drawing so that v is adjacent to w.
A key to this proof is the following observation about augmenting a drawing by adding edges:
Lemma 5. Let  be a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of a graph G. Let v be a vertex in G, and let p be the point where
an edge e intersects the spine of v. If no vertex or edge intersects the spine between v and p, then  can be augmented
by adding at most one edge so that v is adjacent to an end-vertex of e and the resulting drawing is k-spine, 1-bend
planar.
Proof. If a vertex w coincides with p, then w is an end-vertex of e and we can augment  by adding segment pv
without crossing any other edges.
If no vertex coincides with p, then let q be a point between v and p at an arbitrarily small distance from p. Since p
is on e and e is drawn with at most two line segments, the drawing of e contains segment pw for some end-vertex w
of e. We can augment  by adding segments vq and qw so that v and w are adjacent. Fig. 6 illustrates this case. The
added edge is drawn as a dashed polyline.
Of course, in either of these cases, no augmentation is needed if v is already adjacent to w. 
Lemma 6. Every k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing  of a graph contains an augmenting cutting path.
Proof. By Lemma 4,  contains a cutting sequence. Consider two consecutive vertices u and v on the sequence that
are not joined by an edge. By Lemma 5, we can insert a drawing of (u, v) into . If u and v lie on the same spine, then
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Fig. 7. The augmenting cutting path corresponding to the cutting sequence shown in Fig. 5.
either they belong to the same landing segment or else to the same horizontal ray. In either case, no edge intersects
the spine between them so we can draw edge (u, v) by drawing horizontal line segment uv. If they lie on different
spines, then, we assume, without loss of generality, that v coincides with the end-vertex of a jumping segment with
an end-point p on the spine of u. Since no edge intersects the spine between u and p, we can insert a drawing of edge
(u, v) by Lemma 5.
In Fig. 7, we illustrate the augmenting cutting path corresponding to the cutting sequence shown in Fig. 5. The edges
that we add to the drawing are indicated by dashed polylines. 
It follows easily, that if we remove the vertices of an augmenting cutting path in a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing
together with their adjacent edges, then the resulting connected components are drawn on k − 1 spines.
Lemma 7. For some k2, let P be an augmenting cutting path in a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing  of a graph G.
Then, each connected component of G\P in  is drawn on k − 1 spines.
Proof. By way of contradiction, let H be a connected component of G\P whose drawing in  occupies all k spines.
Thus, there exists a path P ′ in H from a vertex on the top spine to a vertex on the bottom spine. By deﬁnition, the
cutting sequence corresponding to P lies between the top and bottom spines so the cutting sequence intersects P ′. Also
by deﬁnition, if an edge intersects the cutting sequence, then it contains a jumping segment, so at least one end-vertex
of the edge belongs to P. However, this implies that H contains a vertex in P, a contradiction. 
4. Counterexamples to k-spine, 1-bend planarity
In this section, we describe graphs that are not k-spine, 1-bend planar for each ﬁxed k1. These graphs are
maximal planar and we construct them inductively with respect to k, making extensive use of the following simple
corollary of Lemma 7:
Corollary 8. If G is a maximal planar graph that is k-spine, 1-bend planar for k2, then there exists a simple cycle
C in G such that G\C is (k − 1)-spine, 1-bend planar.
Proof. By Lemma 7 and since G is maximal planar, there exists a path P in G such that G\P is (k − 1)-spine, 1-bend
planar. In addition, there is an embedding of G such that the end-vertices of P are on the external face of G. Therefore,
by adding one or two external face edges to P we obtain the desired cycle. 
As mentioned, we construct our graphs inductively. More speciﬁcally, we construct a graph Nk+1 for each k1 that
is not (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar from copies of a graph Nk that is not k-spine, 1-bend planar. The idea is to insert
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Fig. 8. Embedded maximal planar graphs (a) H5 and (b) Nk+1.
the copies of Nk in such a way that no simple cycle in Nk+1 contains a vertex from every copy of Nk . If we can do
this, then, by Corollary 8, Nk+1 is not (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar. The following result shows us how to do this. It
is a generalization of ideas from [2] about Hamiltonicity:
Lemma 9. Let G be a planar graph with subgraph H. Suppose that there exists a planar embedding of G and
a corresponding embedding of H such that at least |V (H)| + 1 faces of H contain a vertex of G\H . If C is a
simple cycle in G, then the vertices of G\H in one of these faces do not belong to C.
Proof. LetF1, F2, . . . F|V (H)|+1 be faces ofH that each contain at least one vertex ofG\H , and, bywayof contradiction,
suppose that there is a simple cycle C that contains a vertex vi of G\H in each face Fi . Since G is planar, there exists
a vertex of H between each pair vi and vj , i = j , in C. This implies that C contains at least |V (H)| + 1 vertices of H,
a contradiction to C’s simplicity. 
In other words, we need a maximal planar graph H that has at least |V (H)| + 1 faces. We recall Euler’s formula
which says that, for every connected planar graph H, |V (H)| − |E(H)| + |F(H)| = 2, where F(H) is the set of
faces. Also well-known is the fact that if H is a maximal planar graph, then |E(H)| = 3|V (H)| − 6. Thus, Eu-
ler’s formula becomes |F(H)| = 2|V (H)| − 4 for maximal planar graph embeddings, so |F(H)| |V (H)| + 1
for |V (H)|5. Let H5, then, be the maximal planar graph on ﬁve vertices shown in Fig. 8. We obtain N1 by
inserting a single vertex into each face of H5 and then triangulating the result. Then, we inductively construct
Nk+1 by placing a copy of Nk into each face of H5 and then triangulating the result. See Fig. 8 for drawings
of these graphs.
Now we show that each Nk is not k-spine, 1-bend planar. In the proof, we rely on the result of Bernhart and Kainen
[1] that a maximal planar graph is 1-spine, 1-bend planar if and only if it is Hamiltonian. 1
Lemma 10. For each integer k1, Nk is not k-spine, 1-bend planar.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. By Lemma 9, N1 is not Hamiltonian so N1 is not 1-spine, 1-bend planar.
Suppose that Nk is not k-spine, 1-bend planar, and consider Nk+1 for some k1. By Lemma 9, no cycle contains
a vertex of each of the six copies of Nk in Nk+1. Therefore, if we assume that Nk is not k-spine, 1-bend planar, then,
by Corollary 8, Nk+1 is not (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar. 
Thus, we have the following main result:
Theorem 11. For each integer k1, there exists a planar graph that is not k-spine, 1-bend planar.
1 We note that we could have started our inductive construction at N0 as a graph containing a single vertex, instead of with N1. We would have
then written the inductive proof of Lemma 10 by starting with N0 which is trivially not 0-spine, 1-bend planar and then proceeded to the inductive
step. In that case, we would not have needed the result of Bernhart and Kainen [1]. However, while this simpliﬁes the mathematics, it is difﬁcult to
concretely describe a 0-spine, 1-bend planar drawing.
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Fig. 9. (a) The six faces of H5 and (b) the inductive construction of T k+1.
We note that Theorem 11 has implications for drawings with 0 bends:
Corollary 12. For each integer k1, there exists a planar graph that is not k-spine, 0-bend planar.
On the other hand, the proof by de Fraysseix et al. [6], that every planar graph on n3 vertices has a planar
straight-line drawing on a (2n − 4) × (n − 2) grid, implies that every such graph is (n − 2)-spine, 0-bend planar.
A corollary to Lemma 10 is that there are planar 3-trees that are not k-spine, 1-bend planar for each ﬁxed k1. A
3-tree is any graph that is a 3-cycle or else it contains a vertex with degree equal to 3 whose removal yields a 3-tree.
In other words, all planar embedded 3-trees can be constructed by starting with a planar embedded 3-cycle and then
repeatedly adding a new vertex to a face of the existing graph and then triangulating. We observe that planar 3-trees
are proper subclass of maximal planar graphs.
Corollary 13. For each k1, there exists a planar 3-tree with maximum degree equal to 12 that is not k-spine, 1-bend
planar.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k, the number of spines. For each k1, we construct a planar embedded graph
T k just as we construct Nk , only here we give more speciﬁc instructions on how to triangulate after inserting a copy
of T k−1 when k2 in order to satisfy additional properties. The additional properties include the following:
• T k is a planar embedded 3-tree with maximum degree 12;
• T k has at least one external face vertex with degree at most 8, another with degree at most 10 and the third with
degree at most 11; and
• T k can be constructed by starting with a planar embedding of the 3-cycle bounding its external face, and then
repeatedly adding a new vertex to an internal face and triangulating.
For k = 1, we let T 1 = N1 since N1 is a planar 3-tree with maximum degree equal to 8, and we can also construct
T 1 as described above. Now assume the existence of T k for some k1.
In constructing T k+1 using the method described above, our goal is to place a copy T k into each face of H5 and then
triangulate the result. To describe the construction, we number the six faces of H5 from 1 to 6, and their corresponding
copies of T k with the same numbers. Let face 6 be the external face of H5. For copy of T k number i, we let xi, yi, zi
denote the cycle bounding its external face. By induction, we assume that deg(xi)8, deg(yi)10 and deg(zi)11.
Refer to Fig. 9 for an illustration.
We construct T k+1 starting with the external face cycle v1, v3, x6, where v1 and v3 belong to H5 and x6 belongs
to the copy of T k number 6. We then insert vertices v5, v4 and then v2, triangulating after each insertion so that the
resulting graph consists of H5 plus vertex x6. Next, we add the copy of Tk containing x6. To do this, we ﬁrst insert
y6 into the face bounded by v1, x6, v5 and triangulate, and then we insert z6 into the face bounded by x6, y6, v5 and
triangulate. Finally, we recursively insert the rest of T k into the face x6, y6, z6.
Now, consider face i < 6 of H5 bounded by a cycle vj , vk, vl and consider inserting the corresponding copy of
T k into that face. We ﬁrst insert xi into vj , vk, vl and triangulate, then insert yi into vj , vk, xi and triangulate, and
then insert zi into vj , xi, yi and triangulate. Finally, we recursively insert the rest of T k into the face xi, yi, zi . This
completes the construction of T k+1.
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To satisfy the degree bounds in T k+1, it is necessary to further reﬁne our selection of edges used to triangulate
T k+1. The following table shows precisely the edges that we add to each face of H5. These additions are illustrated in
Fig. 9.
Face Bounding cycle Edges added
F1 v2, v1, v3 (v2, x1), (v2, y1), (v2, z1), (v1, x1), (v1, y1), (v3, x1)
F2 v2, v4, v1 (v2, x2), (v2, y2), (v2, z2), (v4, x2), (v4, y2), (v1, x2)
F3 v5, v4, v1 (v5, x3), (v5, y3), (v5, z3), (v4, x3), (v4, y3), (v1, x3)
F4 v2, v4, v3 (v2, x4), (v2, y4), (v2, z4), (v4, x4), (v4, y4), (v3, x4)
F5 v5, v4, v3 (v5, x5), (v5, y5), (v5, z5), (v4, x5), (v4, y5), (v3, x5)
F6 v5, v1, v3 (v5, x6), (v5, y6), (v5, z6), (v1, x6), (v1, y6), (v3, x6)
Now, it is easy to verify that the maximum degree of each vertex in each copy of T k is at most 12. It is also easy to
verify that deg(v1) = 10, deg(v2) = 12, deg(v3) = 8, deg(v4) = 12, and deg(v5) = 12. Furthermore, of the vertices
v3, v1 and x6 on the external face of T k+1, deg(v3) = 8, deg(v1) = 10, and deg(x6) = 11. 
5. Complexity of k-spine, 1-bend planarity
Since we have shown that not all planar graphs are k-spine, 1-bend planar, we study the complexity of determining
whether or not a planar graph is k-spine, 1-bend planar, and show that the problem is NP-hard.
Our reduction is from the following restricted version of the Hamiltonian Circuit problem called Maximal
Planar External Hamiltonian Circuit (also MPE-HC):
Given: A maximal planar graph G with a planar embedding.
Question: Is G external Hamiltonian, i.e. does G contain a Hamiltonian circuit that contains an edge on the
external face?
Before describing the reduction, we must ﬁrst show that this problem is itself NP-complete:
Lemma 14. MPE-HC is NP-complete.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the problem belongs to NP , so it remains for us to give a reduction. The reduction is
from the Hamiltonian Circuit problem when restricted to maximal planar graphs. Wigderson [22] has shown that
this problem is NP-complete.
Let G be a maximal planar graph. We obtain input f (G) to the MPE-HC problem by ﬁrst selecting a planar
embedding of G such that a vertex v of minimum degree in G lies on the external face. Since G is maximal planar,
v has degree d = 3, 4 or 5. Let v1, v2, . . . , vd be the neighbors of v in the counter-clockwise ordering around v as
deﬁned by the embedding such that v1 and vd are on the external face.
We obtain f (G) by ﬁrst replacing v in G with a planar embedded copy of K4. Let w1, w2 and w3 be the vertices on
the external face of the inserted K4 and let w4 be its other vertex. We triangulate the resulting graph by inserting edges
(v1, w1), (v1, w2), (vd, w1), (vd, w3), (v2, w2), . . . , (vd/2, w2), (vd/2, w3), . . . , (vd−1, w3) (see Fig. 10). Finally,
we insert a new vertex into each of the three internal faces of the inserted K4 and triangulate each (see Fig. 11). We note
that the resulting graph is maximal planar and contains at least three vertices of degree 3, in particular, those vertices
inserted into the faces of the inserted K4. Thus, we set f (G) equal to the resulting graph embedded so that a vertex of
degree 3 lies on the external face. Since we will refer to the vertices inserted into the faces of the inserted K4, we label
them x1, x2, and x3 as in Fig. 11 so that x1 is adjacent to w1, w2, and w4, x2 is adjacent to w1, w3, and w4, and x3 is
adjacent to w2, w3, and w4.
It remains for us to show that G is Hamiltonian if and only if f (G) is external Hamiltonian. Let C be a Hamiltonian
circuit inG. In each case, we obtain aHamiltonian circuitC′ for f (G) by replacing v inCwith one of the following paths
or its reversal: w1, x1, w4, x2, w3, x3, w2, or w1, x2, w4, x1, w2, x3, w3, or w2, x1, w1, x2, w4, x3, w3. The resulting
circuit is also external Hamiltonian because, in the embedding of f (G), at least one external face vertex has degree 3.
Let C be an external Hamiltonian circuit in f (G). We observe that vertices w1, w2, w3, w4, x1, x2 and x3 are
consecutive in C. This is because each vertex xi is between some wj and some wj ′ for each 1 i3 and some
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Fig. 10. Cases for the reduction to the MPE-HC problem. The smaller darkened triangles containing w1 in the bottom three drawings denote the
graph illustrated in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11. View of a planar embedded K4 with vertices x1, x2 and x3 inserted into its internal faces.
1j = j ′4. In addition, the vertex before and the vertex after this sub-path of C are adjacent to v in G. Thus, we
obtain a Hamiltonian circuit for G by replacing this sub-path in C with vertex v. 
We are now ready to describe our reduction from MPE-HC to k-Spine, 1-Bend Planar. We obtain our reduction
by inductively describing a maximal planar graph Hk(G), for k1, that is k-spine, 1-bend planar if and only if the
input embedded maximal planar graph G is external Hamiltonian. The construction is very similar to our construction
of Nk .
For the base of our induction, we recall the fact that a maximal planar graph is 1-spine, 1-bend planar if and only if
it is Hamiltonian. We construct H 1(G) by inserting G into a 3-cycle and triangulating the result.
Lemma 15. Let G be an embedded maximal planar graph. Then, H 1(G) is 1-spine, 1-bend planar if and only if G is
external Hamiltonian.
Proof. If H 1(G) is 1-spine, 1-bend planar, then H 1(G) contains a Hamiltonian circuit C. Each maximal sub-path P in
C consisting of vertices outside G is preceded and succeeded in C by vertices on the external face of G. Therefore, we
can transform C into a Hamiltonian circuit for G by simply removing all such maximal paths and replacing them with
the appropriate external face edge of G. There is at least one such maximal path P in C, so the resulting cycle contains
at least one external face edge in G. Thus, G is external Hamiltonian.
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Fig. 12. Inductive construction of Hk+1(G).
Fig. 13. An A-shaped drawing of a graph in which the edge segments on the external face have slope ±1.
Now suppose that G is external Hamiltonian, and let C be a Hamiltonian circuit in G containing an external face
edge of G. We construct a Hamiltonian circuit for H 1(G) by replacing the external face edge e = (u, v) of G in C with
the sub-path u,w1, w2, w3, v where w1, w2 and w3 lie on the external face of H 1(G), and u is adjacent to w1 and v is
adjacent to w3. This is always possible because at least two vertices on the external face of H 1(G) are each adjacent
to at least two vertices on the external face of G. 
Now, given Hk(G) for some k1, we construct Hk+1(G) by obtaining a copy of H5 with the planar embedding
shown in Fig. 8(a) as well as a planar embedding of Hk(G). We then insert a copy of the embedded Hk(G) into each
face of H5 and then triangulate as shown in Fig. 12.
Now we prove that if G is external Hamiltonian, then Hk(G) is k-spine, 1-bend planar. In order to prove this in-
ductively, we actually prove that Hk(G) has an A-shaped k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing. In an A-shaped k-spine,
1-bend planar drawing of an embedded maximal planar graph, each vertex on the external face lies on the bot-
tom spine, each edge on the external face is drawn with two straight-line segments, one with a slope  > 0 and
the other with slope −, and two of these edges are drawn entirely below the bottom spine. Such a drawing is
illustrated in Fig. 13.
Lemma 16. Let G be a maximal planar graph that is external Hamiltonian. For each k1, then, Hk(G) has an
A-shaped k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, Lemma 15 states that H 1(G) has a 1-spine, 1-bend planar drawing.
Since the external face contains exactly three edges and the bottom spine is the only spine in the drawing, every 1-spine,
1-bend planar drawing of H 1(G) is either A-shaped or can be made A-shaped by reﬂecting it about its single spine.
For the induction step, we assume that we have an A-shaped k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of Hk(G). We ﬁrst
draw Hk+1(G) without vertex v2 of H5 on k spines. We duplicate the drawing of Hk(G) six times and evenly space the
copies so that their external face vertices lie on the bottom spine. We then draw the vertices v1, v3, v4, and v5 of H5 on
the bottom spine, v1 left of any other vertex, v3 between the third and fourth copies of Hk(G), v4 between the fourth
and ﬁfth copies of Hk(G), and v5 between the ﬁfth and sixth copies of Hk(G). We then draw the edges connecting
the vertices of H5 to each other and to the copies of Hk(G) so that the ﬁrst (leftmost) copy of Hk(G) belongs to face
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Fig. 14. An inductive k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of the graph Hk+1(G)\{v2} with overlapping segments.
v1, v2, v4, the second to face v1, v2, v3 of H5, the third to face v2, v3, v4, the fourth to face v3, v4, v5, the ﬁfth to face
v1, v4, v5, and the sixth to face v1, v3, v5 (see Fig. 14). Next we add the remaining edges except those incident on v2
using the technique of Kaufmann and Wiese described in Section 2.2. No crossings are created because, according to
the embedding of the graph, each edge that we draw is entirely above, entirely below, or on the bottom spine. The initial
slope  of each edge segment is any value larger than the slope of the segments on the external face of each drawing
of Hk(G). Thus, we have a k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of Hk+1(G)\{v2} as shown in Fig. 15.
We obtain an A-shaped (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of Hk+1(G) by inserting a new spine above the top
spine of the previous drawing and then draw v2 on this spine immediately above the second copy of Hk(G). We prove
that it is possible to draw the edges incident on v2 with at most one bend per edge and without creating any edge
crossings. Let t be the leftmost and u the rightmost vertex of the second copy of Hk(G) on the bottom spine. Refer
to Fig. 16. We place the new spine and draw v2 so that segment tv2 has slope  and uv2 has slope −. Let q be the
point where edge (v1, t) bends, and let r be the point where edge (v3, u) bends. We observe that v2 is strictly above the
second copy of Hk(G) because the slope , by deﬁnition, is greater than the slopes of the segments in edge (t, u). Let
s be the rightmost vertex in the ﬁrst copy of Hk(G) on the bottom spine.
The drawing technique of Kaufmann and Wiese guarantees that edge (s, v4) remains above segments tv2 and
uv2 even after perturbing overlapping segments because they have slopes ±. Consequently, if p is the point where
edge (s, v4) bends, then segment pv2 does not intersect any edges except for (s, v4). Thus, it is possible to draw
edge (v2, v4).
The drawing technique also guarantees that the slope of qt is  and the slope of ru is − because no segments
overlap at vertices t and u. Consequently, points q, t and v2, and points r, u and v2 are collinear so it is possible to draw
all of the remaining edges incident on v2 with at most one bend each and without creating any edge crossings. Fig. 17
shows how we draw v2 and its incident edges. 
Next, we prove the converse, that if Hk(G) is k-spine, 1-bend planar, then G is external Hamiltonian.
Lemma 17. Let G be an embedded maximal planar graph. For each k1, if Hk(G) is k-spine, 1-bend planar, then
G is external Hamiltonian.
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Fig. 15. An inductive k-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of graph Hk+1(G)\{v2}.
Fig. 16. Adding v2 to the drawing of Hk+1(G)\{v2} in Fig. 15.
Proof. Our proof is by induction on k. By Lemma 15, we can assume that the result holds for k1. We prove that it
holds for k + 1.
Suppose that Hk+1(G) is (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar, but assume, by way of contradiction, that G is not external
Hamiltonian. By induction, then, Hk(G) is not k-spine, 1-bend planar, so, by Corollary 8, there exists a simple cycle C
that contains at least one vertex from each copy of Hk(G). However, this contradicts Lemma 9 and therefore G must
be external Hamiltonian. 
By Lemmas 16 and 17, the k-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is NP-hard.
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Fig. 17. An inductive (k + 1)-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of the graph Hk+1(G).
Theorem 18. For each k1, the k-spine, 1-bend planarity problem is NP-hard.
6. Characterization of two spine drawings
Given the negative results of the previous two sections, particularly theNP-hardness of the k-spine, 1-bend planarity
problem, we consider the case where k = 2. Here we show that the set of 2-spine, 1-bend planar graphs is equal to
the set of sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles graphs. Intuitively, a graph is Hamiltonian-with-handles if its vertices can be
covered by a cycle and a set of vertex-disjoint paths whose end-vertices are connected to the cycle. We will deﬁne this
notion in more detail shortly. We observe that our characterization is a generalization of the 1-spine, 1-bend planar
characterization by Bernhart and Kainen [1] which says that the set of 1-spine, 1-bend planar graphs is equal to the
set of planar sub-Hamiltonian graphs. This suggests that further generalizations may exist for drawings with three or
more spines.
In order to formally deﬁne the concept of Hamiltonian-with-handles graphs, we require some additional deﬁnitions.
Let G be an embedded planar graph, and let  be a simple path in G whose end-vertices lie on the external face of G.
We call such a path a base path. A handle of consists of a simple path  (possibly consisting of a single vertex) that
is vertex-disjoint with and, for each end-vertex of , an edge connecting the end-vertex to. The vertex or vertices
of the handle in  are the anchors of the handle. A dangling handle of  is a handle with exactly one anchor vertex.
The co-handle of a handle is the sub-path of between its anchors. The handle graph of a handle consists of the cycle
composed of the handle and its co-handle, as well as any edges or vertices inside the cycle.
As we traverse  from one end to the other, each handle is embedded on the right or left of . Thus, we say that
two handles are embedded on the same side of  if they are both embedded on the left or both on the right side of
. Conversely, we say that they are embedded on opposite sides of  if one is embedded on the left and the other on
the right of . For example, handles 1 and 2 in Fig. 18 lie on opposite sides of . Handle 2 is a dangling handle.
Vertices s1 and t1 are the anchor vertices of 1, and vertex s2 = t2 is the anchor vertex of 2.
We say that two handles are overlapping if:
1. their handle graphs share more than one vertex; or
2. their handle graphs share a vertex that is not an anchor for one of the handles; or
3. they are both dangling handles on opposite sides of  that share the same anchor vertex.
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Fig. 18. A handle and a dangling handle of.
Fig. 19. Overlapping handles.
We illustrate overlapping handles in Fig. 19. Handles 1 and a , 2 and b, and 3 and c are overlapping pairs of
handles.
A graph G is a Hamiltonian-with-handles if there exists a planar embedding of G such that vertices of G can be
covered by a base path and a set of non-overlapping handles of. Thus, a graph G is sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles
if it is possible to augment G by adding edges so that the resulting graph is still planar and Hamiltonian-with-handles.
In the remainder of this section we prove the following characterization:
Theorem 19. A graph G is 2-spine, 1-bend planar if and only if it is sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles.
6.1. Proof of necessity
Let  be a 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of G. By Lemma 4, there exists a cutting sequence in  and, by Lemma
6, a corresponding augmenting cutting path . We will augment  so that we can use  as our base path.
We select our handles in a manner very similar to the way that we obtain cutting paths. On a given spine, let
v1, v2, . . . , vq be a maximal sequence of consecutive vertices in the order that they appear on the spine such that each
vi is not in and, if an edge intersects segment v1vq on the spine, then its intersection coincides with some vi . We call
v1vq a handle segment. We observe that handle segments are very similar to landing segments deﬁned earlier.
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Fig. 20. Cutting path and handles cover all of the vertices in the drawing of Fig. 5.
From each handle segment we construct a handle by ﬁnding or inserting into the drawing edges to connect the ﬁrst
and last vertices in the segment to .
First, consider the case where no vertex or edge intersects the spine of v1 to the left of v1. In this case, v1 lies on the
external face of  and, by deﬁnition, contains a vertex v on the opposite spine such that no vertex or edge intersects
its spine to the left of v. Therefore, it is easy to draw an edge with one bend between v and v1 entirely between the two
spines without creating any edge crossings.
If this ﬁrst case does not hold, then an edge or vertex intersects the spine to the left of v1. By Lemma 5, then, it is
possible to augment  so that v1 is adjacent to a vertex immediately to the left of v1 or on the opposite spine. In either
case, v1 is adjacent to a vertex w in . In addition, according to the proof of Lemma 5, the edge connecting v1 and w
lies entirely between the two spines. If w is immediately to the left of v1, then w belongs to by deﬁnition, and, if w
is on the opposite spine, then w belongs to  by Lemma 7.
By symmetry, vq can be connected to  in the same manner as v1. Thus, vertices v1, v2, . . . , vq and the new edges
connecting v1 and vq to  form a handle of .
We apply this same procedure to obtain a handle for each handle segment. Thus, we are able to cover all vertices
in  with our base path  and its handles. Fig. 20 illustrates how we cover the vertices with our cutting path  and
handles in the drawing of Fig. 5. It remains to show that these handles are non-overlapping.
By deﬁnition, the vertices of the handle graph of handle  can be covered by a closed polygon. The polygon consists
of one horizontal line segment on each spine and two polylines strictly between the two spines belonging to edges that
connect the end-points of the horizontal line segments. One horizontal line segment L belongs to a landing segment
in the cutting sequence, and the other horizontal line segment H contains the corresponding handle segment and
possibly a vertex of at either end-point. We observe that any vertex of in H is an anchor vertex for . We obtain
the following result:
Lemma 20. Let  be a handle of  as described above. The handle graph of  contains at least one vertex on each
spine, and the leftmost vertex of the graph on one spine belongs to  while the leftmost on the other spine is an anchor
vertex for .
Proof. Let v be the leftmost vertex in . We ﬁrst observe that if a vertex w lies on the spine of v to the left of v, then an
edge crosses the spine between them. For, otherwise, since  is a cutting path, w cannot belong to  because v does
not belong to . Furthermore, w cannot belong to a handle because then v and w should belong to the same handle.
By the construction of the handles, each vertex belongs to either  or to a handle.
Thus, also by the construction of the handles, v is adjacent to an anchor vertex x for  on the opposite spine, and
both v and x are leftmost in the handle graph of . 
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Using this result, we prove that the handles as constructed do not consider another handle ′. Let L′ and H′ be the
horizontal segments containing the vertices of the handle graph of ′, corresponding to segments L and H for .
We consider two cases:
1. H and H′ lie on the same spine: Since L and L′ do not contain handle vertices, then, by Lemma 20, the
leftmost vertex v of H belongs to  and the leftmost vertex v′ of H′ belongs to ′. Thus, H does not contain v′ and
H′ does not contain v so, in fact, H and H′ are disjoint segments.
Now consider L and L′ that both lie on the spine opposite that of H and H′ . Since H and H′ are disjoint, we
assume, without loss of generality, that H is strictly left of H′ . The end-points of H (H′ ) are connected by segments
belonging to edges to the end-points of L (L′ ). The drawing of  is planar, so, L and L′ share at most one vertex
w, the rightmost vertex of L and the leftmost vertex of L′ . By Lemma 20, w is an anchor vertex for ′, so it remains
for us to show that w is an anchor vertex for . Since w belongs to both L and L′ , one neighbor of w in belongs to
L or else it lies left of H, and the other neighbor of w belongs to H′ or L′ . In all cases, then, H contains no vertex
of . Thus, w is an anchor vertex for .
2. H and L′ lie on the same spine: Segment L′ contains only vertices of , and if H contains a vertex w of ,
then w is its rightmost vertex by Lemma 20. Therefore, H and L′ share at most one vertex in common, and if so,
they share w, the rightmost vertex in H and the leftmost vertex in L′ . We observe, that, in this case, L is strictly
left of H′ since the leftmost vertex in H′ belongs to ′ by Lemma 20 and the end-points of H (H′ ) are connected
by segments belonging to edges to the end-points of L (L′ ). Also by Lemma 20, w is an anchor vertex for ′ and, by
the construction of , an anchor for  as well.
Since H and L contain all vertices in the handle graph of , and H′ and L′ contain all vertices in the handle
graph of ′, we have shown that the handle graphs share at most one anchor vertex in common. It remains, then, for
us to show that if  and ′ are dangling handles on opposite sides of , then they do have the same anchor vertex.
However, since  and ′ are on opposite sides of , then L and L′ are on opposite spines and, by Lemma 20, these
segments contain the anchor vertices of their respective handles.
Thus, we have proven that our handles do not overlap and, consequently, that our characterization is a necessary
condition for 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawings:
Lemma 21 (Necessity). If a graph G is 2-spine, 1-bend planar, then G is sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles.
6.2. Proof of sufﬁciency
In this section we prove the sufﬁciency of the characterization given in Theorem 19 by constructing a 2-spine, 1-bend
planar drawing of our sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles graph G.
Let be the base path in G for a given planar embedding of G. Since the end-vertices of  lie on the external face
of G, divides G into two subgraphs, a left subgraph and a right subgraph. Intuitively, the algorithm ﬁrst draws on
two spines and then draws the left subgraph above and the right subgraph below. The outline of our algorithm is
as follows:
Drawing : We draw  on two spines so that the co-handle of each handle in the left subgraph lies on the bottom
spine, and the co-handle of each handle in the right subgraph lies on the top spine. Section 6.2.1 describes this step in
more detail.
Removing the dangling handles: In order to simplify the algorithm, we replace the dangling handles with edges. We
will use the drawings of these edges in the last step to guide our re-insertion of these handles into the drawing. Section
6.2.2 describes this step in more detail.
Drawing the non-dangling handles:We draw each handle vertex on the spine opposite to its co-handle in, centered
above or below its co-handle end-vertices. Section 6.2.3 describes this step in more detail.
Drawing the non-handle graph edges: We draw the edges that do not belong either to  or to a handle
graph. Recall that  divides our embedded graph into two subgraphs, one to the left of  and the other to the
right of . Consequently, we draw the non-handle graph edges of each subgraph separately, the edges of the
left subgraph above  and the edges of the right subgraph below . Section 6.2.4 describes this step in
more detail.
Drawing the handle graph edges: Other than drawing the dangling handles, all that remains is to draw the edges
inside each non-dangling handle. Section 6.2.5 describes this step in more detail.
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Re-inserting the dangling handles: Finally, we re-insert the dangling handles back into the drawing after removing
the edges we inserted earlier.We use the positions of these edges to guide our drawings of the dangling handles. Section
6.2.6 describes this step in more detail.
We now give a detailed description of the steps above. In our drawing, the spines are horizontal and 1 unit apart.
6.2.1. Drawing 
Suppose that  = v1, v2, . . . , vp. We assign preliminary x-coordinate i to each vi in . We may modify some of
these coordinates later.
We assign a spine to each vertex vi so that the following two properties are satisﬁed:
Property 1. Let  = v1, v2, . . . , vp be the base path.
1. If vi is the anchor vertex of a dangling handle, then vi is assigned the top spine if the handle is on the
right side of ; otherwise, if the handle is on the left side, then vi is assigned the bottom spine.
2. If vi is not a handle anchor but belongs to a co-handle, then vi is assigned the top spine if the handle
corresponding to the co-handle is on the right side of ; otherwise, if the handle is on the left side, then vi is
assigned the bottom spine.
These spine assignments are possible because the handles are non-overlapping. In particular, if vi is the anchor of a
dangling handle, then all dangling handles that it anchors lie on the same side of. If, on the other hand, vi belongs to
a co-handle but is not an anchor for its corresponding handle, then vi belongs to exactly one co-handle and is not the
anchor for any handle.
In order to simplify our drawing, we would like to draw the edges of  as straight-line segments. Unfortunately,
our two goals mentioned above are incompatible with this simpliﬁcation if the co-handle of a non-dangling handle 
consists of a single edge e, and both end-vertices of e are anchors of dangling handles on the opposite side of. In this
situation, it is impossible to draw e as a straight line since the vertices of must lie on the same track as the end-vertices
of e. We resolve this problem by observing that each handle contains at least two edges. Therefore, since our handles
are non-overlapping, we can eliminate  by replacing e in  with . Thus, we can assume, for the remainder of our
drawing procedure the following property:
Property 2. Each co-handle contains at least two edges.
Now we are able to safely draw the edges of  as straight-line segments between their end-vertices so that the
drawing satisﬁes Properties 1 and 2, and the following:
Property 3. If = v1, v2, . . . , vp, then, each edge (vi, vi+1) is drawn as a straight-line segment with slope 0 or ± 12 .
6.2.2. Removing the dangling handles
To simplify our drawing procedure, we replace dangling handles in the graph with edges. Let  be a dangling handle
of G with anchor vertex s. Then, for each edge e = (v,w) where w is not in  and v = s is in , we replace edge e
with new edge e′ = (w, s).
It is possible that we remove the handle  here but do not replace it with any edges. In this case, s and a vertex
v = s of  belong to a face of G external to . If this face contains no other vertices, then G is equal to . In this case,
obtaining a 2-spine, 1-bend planar drawing of G is trivial, so we assume that there is at least one other vertex w on this
face. Adding edge (v,w) to G inside this face does not violate the planar embedding of G, so add this edge and then
reapply the replacement described above. Consequently,  is replaced by the edge (s, w).
Another potential problem is that two different dangling handles might contain adjacent vertices. We handle this
problem by removing the dangling handles in a ﬁxed order, and, then, when we want to re-insert them back into the
drawing later, we re-insert them in the reverse order. The removal technique is illustrated in Fig. 21.
6.2.3. Drawing the non-dangling handles
We assign a spine to each non-dangling handle vertex as follows: non-anchor vertices in handles on the left side of
 are assigned the top spine, and vertices in handles on the right side are assigned the bottom spine. We observe that
this places each handle on the spine opposite its non-anchor co-handle vertices by Property 1.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 21. The removal of a dangling handle.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 22. Solving the co-handle width problem.
Property 4. The non-anchor vertices of each non-dangling handle on the left (right) side of  in the embedding is
drawn on the top (bottom) spine.
When assigning x-coordinates, we must be careful not to make it impossible to draw edges outside the handle graph
with at most one bend. Fig. 22(a) illustrates the potential problem if we are not careful. The handle anchored at vertices
s and t has been drawn so that the handle is wider than its co-handle. Consequently, it is impossible to draw edge
e = (s, t) with one bend without crossing an edge in the handle graph.
Let s = v1, v2, . . . , vp = t be the handle vertices in the order that they appear in the handle, and let s =
w1, w2, . . . , wq = t be the co-handle vertices, in the order that they appear in.We assume, without loss of generality,
that vertices v2, v3, . . . , vp−1 are assigned the top spine and vertices w2, w3, . . . , wq−1 are assigned the bottom spine.
By Property 2, we have that q − 12, so we avoid the problem mentioned above by shifting all of the vertices with
x-coordinates smaller or equal to that of wq−1 in the drawing to the left. We shift them far enough so that we can assign
x-coordinates to the handle vertices v2, v3, . . . , vp−1 such that X(vi)+ 1X(vi+1) for each 1 ip− 1. We observe
that our drawing of  still satisﬁes Property 3. See Fig. 22(b).
Finally, we draw the handle edges as straight-line segments between their end-vertices. Because our handles are
non-overlapping, our drawing of satisﬁes Properties 1 and 3, and because each co-handle has at least one non-anchor
vertex by Property 2, our current drawing has the following property:
Property 5. The drawing of  and of the non-dangling handles is planar and, if P = v1, v2, . . . , vp is the path
composed of handles drawn above (below) along with the sub-paths of connecting them together, then each edge
(vi, vi+1) is drawn as a straight-line segment with slope 0 or ± 12 and X(vi) + 1X(vi+1).
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 23. Non-handle graph edges drawn above with exactly two straight-line segments, (a) before and (b) after perturbation.
6.2.4. Drawing the non-handle graph edges
At this point, all vertices in the graph have been drawn, so we are ready to draw the edges that do not belong to
handle graphs. We draw these edges using the technique of Kaufmann and Wiese described in the proof of Lemma 1.
Our situation here is similar in that each edge that we wish to draw must be drawn entirely above or entirely below 
by Property 4. It is different only in the fact that we have previously drawn not only a path  but also handles. The
handles, however, do not create any difﬁculties because, when drawing the edges above , we are actually drawing
above a path P consisting of sub-paths of  and the handles drawn above . By Property 5, the x-coordinates of
the vertices in P are monotonically increasing as we traverse P from one end to the other. The remainder of  and
the handles drawn below  are drawn below P so they do not interfere with the drawings of these edges. Analogous
comments apply when drawing the edges below .
Fig. 23 illustrates how edges are drawn above , both with the overlaps and then without.
To simplify the step where we re-insert dangling handles, we would like each edge that we draw above and whose
end-vertices are on the bottom spine to bend at a point above the top spine. To achieve this, we simply require that
, our initial segment slope, be greater than y/(x/2) where y is the distance between the spines and x is the
minimum distance between the end-vertices of an edge. Since y = 1 and, by Property 5, we have x1, we assign
 a value greater than 2. Thus, when we are ﬁnished this step, our drawing satisﬁes the following property:
Property 6. Each non-handle edge on the left (right) side of bends at a point above (below) the top (bottom) spine.
6.2.5. Drawing the handle graph edges
Next we complete the drawing of handle graphs. Consider a handle , and let v1, v2, . . . , vp be the vertices of its
handle graph on the top spine and w1, w2, . . . , wq be the vertices of its handle graph on the bottom spine. We assume
that the order of these sequences corresponds to their left-to-right order on their respective spines. By Property 5, each
edge (vi, vi+1) and each edge (wi, wi+1) is drawn as a horizontal line segment, and edges (v1, w1) and (vp,wq) are
drawn as straight-line segments with slopes ± 12 .
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 24. Drawing of a handle graph.
We ﬁrst draw each edge (vi, wj ) as a straight-line segment vi, wj as in Fig. 24(a). We note that the resulting drawing
has the same embedding as the original graph and is 2-spine, 1-bend planar.
The remaining handle graph edges have both end-vertices on the same spine. Let T be the remaining edges with
both end-vertices on the top spine, and let B be the remaining edges with both end-vertices on the bottom spine. We
draw these edges using the technique of Kaufmann and Wiese described in Lemma 1. There are, however, differences
to consider here. First of all, we must prevent the initial segment slope  from being too large because, according to our
planar embedding, the edges must be drawn entirely inside the handle graph, without crossing any of the previously
drawn edges in the handle graph. More precisely, suppose that we are drawing edge (wi, wj ) ∈ B where i + 1 < j .
Recall that we draw (wi, wj ) with two segments, the segment incident on wi with slope  and the segment incident
on wj with slope −. To prevent the edge from crossing the top spine, must be smaller than y/ 12 (X(wj )−X(wi)),
where y is the distance between the spines (recall that y = 1). To guarantee this for each edge in B, we choose
a  smaller than y/ 12 (X(wq) − X(w1)). Of course, to additionally ensure that edges in T do not cross the bottom
spine, we choose a  smaller than y/ 12 max(X(vp) − X(v1),X(wq) − X(w1)). We must also prevent the edge from
crossing any previously drawn edges in the handle graph, that is, those with end-vertices on different spines. If edge
(vk, wl) has the smallest slope (in absolute value) of these previously drawn edges, then we choose a  smaller than
this slope.
A second difference from Lemma 1 is that we are also drawing edges in T between the two spines, so we must
ensure that the edges in B do not intersect with those in T. The solution here is to ensure that each edge in T is
drawn above and each edge in B is drawn below the horizontal line halfway between the two spines. In other words,
for drawing edges in both B and T, we choose  to be smaller than y/max(X(vp) − X(v1),X(wq) − X(w1)).
Fig. 24(b) illustrates how we draw a typical handle graph.
6.2.6. Re-inserting the dangling handles
In an earlier step described in Section 6.2.2, we replaced each dangling handle with a set of edges. Here, we describe
how to re-insert these handles back into the drawing as a ﬁnal step in our algorithm.
Let  be a dangling handle that lies on the left side of. By Property 1, then, anchor s of  lies on the bottom spine,
so, by Property 6, the edges incident on s that we used to replace  bend above the top spine. Let e = (s, w) be one
such edge, and let c be the point nearest s in e where e crosses the top spine. We observe that e contains line segment
sc. We also recall, from Section 6.2.2, that we inserted e to replace an edge between a vertex v in  and a vertex w not
in . Let b be the point where e bends. Then, we remove edge e and replace it with edge (v,w) by drawing vertex v at
point c and drawing (v,w) with line segments vb and bw (see Fig. 25).
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Fig. 25. Re-inserting a dangling handle vertex.
(a) (b)
′ ′
′′
Fig. 26. Edge ec crosses re-inserted edge e′ = (w′, v) and is incident either on (a) anchor s on the bottom spine, or else on (b) vertex wc on the top
spine.
Now suppose that some other vertex w′ is adjacent to v in the original graph. We replace edge e′ = (s, w′) with edge
(w′, v) by removing e′ and then drawing (w′, v) with segments w′b′ and b′v, where b′ is the point where e′ bends.
We apply the same replacement procedure for every other vertex that is adjacent to v in the original graph. Fig. 25
illustrates the result of replacing edges incident on s with vertex v and its incident edges.
We show that these re-insertions do not create any edge crossings. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that we do
create an edge crossing with an edge ec (see Fig. 26(a)). Clearly, edge (v,w) does not create the crossing because
we can obtain its drawing by simply erasing the segment sc from edge e = (s, w). We assume then, without loss of
generality, that edge (w′, v) creates the crossing. Segment w′b′ belongs to edge (w′, s), so edge ec crosses segment
b′v. This implies that ec is incident on a vertex inside the triangle deﬁned by s, c and b′. In our embedding, all edges
incident on s between (w′, s) and (w, s) are edges that replace the original edges incident on v. Therefore, if ec is
incident on s, then we have just replaced ec by an edge incident on v so no crossing exists. Otherwise, ec is incident on
a vertex wc on the top spine between (w′, s) and (w, s). According to the embedding and because s is in , wc does
not belong to, so wc belongs to a handle ′. Because wc is between (w′, s) and (w, s), handle ′ is a dangling handle
anchored at s. We observe that  = ′ because the edges of ′ are between edges (w′, s) and (w, s) which correspond
to handle  in our embedding. Thus, wc is in  and since it is between (w′, s) and (w, s), it is in fact equal to v so no
crossing exists (see Fig. 26(b)).
To complete the drawing of , it remains for us to draw the following edges connecting pairs of vertices in :
Edges that are inside the handle graph: This case is identical to the earlier step where we draw edges inside a
non-dangling handle. Once again, then, we draw these edges using the technique of Kaufmann and Wiese as described
in the proof of Lemma 1, but with additional upper bounds on  described in Section 6.2.5.
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Fig. 27. Drawing edges (s, v2) and (s, v3) outside the handle.
Edges that are outside the handle graph and incident on s: Let e be such an edge, let v1, v2, . . ., vp be the vertices
of  in the order that they appear on the top spine. Then, e = (s, vi) appears between (s, v1) and, or between (s, vp)
and  in the cyclic ordering of the edges incident on s in the embedding of our graph. We assume, without loss of
generality, the former case. We draw e with two segments that meet at a point b that is higher than and to the left of v1
but close enough that it does not cross any previously drawn edges. We note that its drawing corresponds to our planar
graph embedding.
Now consider another such edge e′ = (s, vj ) that also appears between (s, v1) and  in the cyclic ordering of the
edges incident on s. It either appears before or after e in this ordering. In the ﬁrst case, we draw e′ with two segments
that meet at a point b′ that is higher than and to the left of b but close enough that it does not cross any previously drawn
edges. In the second case, b′ is placed similarly but lower than and to the right of b, and, at the same time, higher than
and to the left of v1.
We draw other such edges in the same manner. Fig. 27 illustrates how we draw two edges (s, v2) and (s, v3) outside
the handle.
Edges outside the handle graph and not incident on s: These are edges between vertices in  that lie on the top spine.
We draw these edges using the same technique as we used in Section 6.2.5 to draw edges inside non-dangling handles.
The only change here is that the slope  must be small enough that we do not create any crossings with other edges
drawn outside the handle graph of , particularly those between vertices in  and s. This is not a problem, however,
because we can select a value for  that is greater than 0.
Thus, we have proven the sufﬁciency of the characterization given in Theorem 19.
Lemma 22 (Sufﬁciency). If a graph G is sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles, then G is 2-spine, 1-bend planar.
Together, Lemmas 21 and 22 complete the proof of Theorem 19.
7. 2-Outerplanar graphs
Given the characterization of 2-spine, 1-bend planarity, it is natural to ask if there are families of planar graphs
that satisfy the characterization. In this section, we consider 2-outerplanar graphs. A planar embedding of a graph is
outerplanar if each vertex lies on the external face. A planar embedding of a graph is 2-outerplanar if removing all
vertices on the external face yields an outerplanar embedding of the remaining subgraph. Thus, a graph is outerplanar
if it has an outerplanar embedding, and 2-outerplanar if it has a 2-outerplanar embedding.
First, we observe that not all 2-outerplanar graphs are 1-spine, 1-bend planar. An example is shown in Fig. 28 and
we recall from Section 4 that this graph is not 1-spine, 1-bend planar.
Next, we use our characterization of 2-spine, 1-bend planar graphs to show that all 2-outerplanar graphs are 2-spine,
1-bend planar. This result is an interesting contrast to that of Cornelsen et al. [4,5] which states that not all outerplanar
graphs have planar drawings on two spines if edges must be drawn as straight-line segments.
Theorem 23. Every 2-outerplanar graph is 2-spine, 1-bend planar.
Proof. By Theorem 19 it is sufﬁcient to prove the graph G is sub-Hamiltonian-with-handles. We assume that G is
embedded with a 2-outerplanar embedding.
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Fig. 28. A 2-outerplanar graph that is not 1-spine, 1-bend planar. Called N1 in Section 4.
(a) (b)
Fig. 29. (a) A 2-outerplanar embedded graph G. (b) A base path and a set of non-interleaving handles that cover the vertices of G. Dashed edges are
dummy edges.
For convenience, we would like G to be biconnected. If G is not biconnected, then we make it biconnected by adding
edges. Consider a cut-vertex v in G and suppose that it belongs to h biconnected components. Then, in the cyclic
ordering of the edges incident on v, there are h consecutive pairs that belong to different biconnected components.
Consider one such pair (v, u) and (v,w). We augment G by adding edge (u,w) for h − 1 of these pairs. We observe
that the embedding of G remains 2-outerplanar because each edge that we add lies on the external face and each vertex
that was on the external face before adding the edges remains on the external face. If we repeat this augmentation until
there are no more cut-vertices, then we obtain a 2-outerplanar biconnected graph.
Also for convenience, we would like each vertex not on the external face to be adjacent to a vertex on the external
face. If this is not the case for some vertex w not on the external face, then, since G is 2-outerplanar, w belongs to
a face containing at least one external face vertex v. Thus, we add the edge (v,w) to G and observe that G remains
2-outerplanar. We repeat this augmentation until each vertex not on the external face is adjacent to a vertex on the
external face.
Since G is biconnected, the external face of G is bounded by a simple cycle C. Thus, we can cover the vertices of G
with C minus one edge as our base path and one handle for each vertexw not in C consisting of a single edge connecting
w to a vertex in C. Since these handles all lie inside C, they do not overlap (see Fig. 29 for an example). 
8. Conclusions and open problems
In this paper, we introduce the k-spine, h-bend drawing convention for planar graphs. This convention can be used
to describe, from a homogeneous perspective, several graph drawing problems studied in the literature. For example,
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the literature shows a connection between 2-page book embeddings and Hamiltonicity. Therefore, since 2-page book
embeddings can be seen as 1-spine, 1-bend planar drawings, this leads to a new connection between 2-spine, 1-bend
planar drawings and an extension of Hamiltonicity.
Given previous results, we asked in the introduction if all planar graphs are 2-spine, 1-bend planar, and then proved
in this paper that the answer is ‘no’, showing, in fact, that it is NP-hard to determine whether or not a planar graph
is 2-spine, 1-bend planar. Consequently, we have shown the surprising result that no number of spine lines is large
enough to match the power of a single convex curve or allowing two bends per edge for obtaining planar drawings of
graphs. Thus, our results suggest several new questions:
• What happens if we have two non-parallel spines?
• Are two non-parallel spines as powerful as three or more?
• What happens if we use a spine deﬁned by a convex polyline? Here the spine approximates a convex spine so we
might ask how many spine segments are necessary to draw all planar graphs or if such a number exists.
Finally, we have also characterized 2-spine, 1-bend planarity by generalizing a characterization for 1-spine, 1-bend
planarity. Consequently, we are interested in discovering further generalizations to k-spine, 1-bend planarity for k3.
We give one example of using our characterization to obtain efﬁcient algorithms for computing 2-spine, 1-bend planar
drawings of 2-outerplanar graphs. Perhaps there are other interesting classes that can also be drawn efﬁciently using
this characterization.
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